ON POSSESSIVE SEMANTICS IN PRIVATIVE VERBS
(THE EVIDENCE FROM ENGLISH AND UKRAINIAN)

The article is devoted to the research of possessive semantics elements in privative verbs in the English and Ukrainian languages. The study is based on the corpus obtained by continuous sampling from lexicographic sources (947 units in English and 1015 units in Ukrainian). The methodology of the research is characterised by complex approach and includes general scientific methods (analysis, synthesis, induction, deduction, systematization, and generalization) and linguistic methods (continuous sampling, definition, componential analysis, interpretation formulae, comparative and descriptive methods, statistics).

The method of interpretation formulae construction, which served as a basis for the research, allowed to find out that in privative verbs the following 3 components belong to the possessive semantics: possessor (B), possessive relation between the possessor and the possessee (V₂), and possessee (C). It is established that semantic classification of the units under study can be developed according to all three elements of the possessive semantics, i.e. possessive relation allows to single out verbs of inalienable and alienable possession; the possessor semantics gives possibility to stratify the units into animate (human/animal) and inanimate (concrete objects, plants, abstract notion); the possessee semantics demonstrates that they can be distributed into more concrete objects, e.g. body parts, possession objects belonging to personal sphere, abstract notion, etc. In addition, it is found that the privative verbs can specify the possessee semantics, e.g. Eng. to amputate, Ukr. ампутувати; or have general indication of the possessive object, identifying the shape, size, location, etc.
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1. Introductory notes. Various questions of possessive semantics have been continuously explored for several decades (Lyons, 1967; Christie 1970; Clark, 1978; Golovacheva, 1989; Heine, 1997; Grković-Major, 2011; Farkas, 2016). The scope of the issues discussed includes not only regular grammatical means of expressing possessive relations in the language (Aliieva 1998), but also miscellaneous questions which belong to the sphere of syntax (Clark, 1978), nominal (Golovacheva, 1989) and verbal (Lynch, 1973) semantics – the latter represent a particular interest for the present research.

It is noteworthy that the most productive studies have been carried out on the corpuses of non-Indo-European languages such as for example Indonesian (Aliieva, 1998), Mandarin Chinese (Luo, 2013), Nanti (Michael, 2013), Hungarian (Farkas, 2016), etc. Such scientific prolificacy can be easily explained by the languages grammatical structure which demonstrates distinctive possessive character, i.e. the languages have grammatical categories represented by regularly reproduced flexions with possessive semantics. Nevertheless, Indo-European languages, to which English and Ukrainian...
belong, also have means of expressing possessive semantics (grammatical, morphological, syntactic, and word-building) (Golovacheva, 1989; Grković-Major, 2011; Milenkovska, 2011; Moloshnaja, 1989).

The above brief overview of the theoretical issues involved gives possibility to state that possessives have been subject to a considerable number of studies. However, the vast majority of papers concentrate either on grammatical or morphological, or syntactic means of expressing possessive relations leaving out the lexical ones.

The present paper analyses English and Ukrainian privative verbs (hereafter PVs) in which possessive semantics is represented not with formally expressed means (i. e. word-building or word-changing morphemes) but lies in the verbs’ deep semantic structure which becomes possible to decode with the help of semantic interpretation formulae.

e. g. Eng. to amputate, to steal, to chip off, to fine, to rob;
Ukr. ампутувати, красти, відколювати, штрафувати, грабувати.

The study is based on the corpus obtained by continuous sampling from lexicographic sources (947 units in English and 1015 units in Ukrainian).

The research aims at analysing English and Ukrainian PVs in terms of their possessive semantics: a) determining what elements of the PVs semantic structure belong to possessive ones; b) developing principles for the PVs’ comprehensive classification which will take into account all the elements singled out on the previous stage; c) stratifying the corpus in both languages according to the principles developed; d) defining iso- and allomorphic features for the languages under analysis.

The methodology of the research is characterised by complex approach and includes general scientific methods among which are analysis, synthesis, induction, deduction, systematization, and generalization, as well as linguistic methods which include continuous sampling, definition, componential analysis, interpretation formulae, comparative and descriptive methods, statistics.

2. **Theoretical background.** Privative verbs, which are studied in the paper, represent a complex semantic unity which comprises three universal fundamental linguistic categories: causative and possessive semantics and implicit negation.

Care should be taken not to confuse the term ‘privative’ used to denote a particular semantic type of the verb semantics (Ivanov, 1995; Kaliuščenko, 2000; Mel’čuk, 1998) with the term used in phonology to denote one of the phonetic opposition types (Trubetzkoy, 2001) and the term used in derivatology to denote negative prefixes (Mazzon, 2004).

The verb, being the centre of the utterance, forms the core of the sentence opening potential roles (represented in the sentence either explicitly or implicitly) for its participants, thus creating the so-called ‘situation’ (Tesnière 2015). The term ‘situation’ (i. e. ‘causative situation’) becomes crucial
within the theory of causatives (Nedyalkov 1969, Shebatani 1976, 2002) as it allows to build a pattern according to which causative verbs function in the speech and bring to the fore the elements of the causative situation.

Following the ideas and methods of structural linguistics (Apresian, 1966), it proves to be productive to represent the PVs semantics through interpretation formula which allows to visualise the elements of basic privative situation (see fig. 1):

```
“A causes B not to have C”
```

causative microsituation (V₁) possessive microsituation (V₂)

(antecedent) (consequent)

causative macrosituation

Fig. 1 Basic interpretation formula of the privative situation

The paper views causative and possessive relations as microsituations entering privative macrosituation, and any situation is known to be constituted by semantic actants (participants of the situation), which are termed as ‘subject’ and ‘object’. Thus, the semantic roles of the actants are distributed in the following way:

A – the causer, i. e. the subject of the causative situation;
B – the possessor, i. e. the object of the causative situation and at the same time the subject of the possessive situation;
C – the possessee, i. e. the object of the possessive situation;
V₁ – causative relation between the causer (A) and the possessor (B);
V₂ – possessive relation between the possessor (B) and the possessee (C).

However, as it is seen from the interpretation formula the relation between B and C is complicated by one more seme – the seme of negation – which is represented in the PVs semantics on the implicit level. So, PVs express not global negation related to the whole utterance (Ivanov, 1995) but a local one, which as a result turns the situation of possession into the situation of deprivation.

Thus, out of five components of the PVs’ semantic structure three belong to the sphere of possessive relation: the possessor (B), the possessee (C), and the possessive relation between them (V₂).

A comprehensive semantic analysis of English and Ukrainian PVs becomes possible, only on condition that all three components are taken into account which brings us to three stages necessary for the PVs stratification. One of the basic notions within the theory of possessivity is the division of possessive relations into inalienable and alienable (König, 2001; Ogawa, 2001), so on the first stage of
the corpus stratification it is but natural to single out two corresponding types of English and Ukrainian PVs. On the second stage, within the two types the semantics of the possessor is analysed, which demonstrates greater variety (human, animal, plant, concrete object, abstract notion). Finally, on the third stage, within the possessor groups the possessee semantics is analysed, which can be even more varied.

3. Results. As it has been stated above, the methodology of the analysis procedure applied presupposes three stages.

3.1. On the first stage of the analysis, the empiric corpus in both languages expectedly demonstrates a universal division into two types a) inalienable possession (Eng. 442 PVs / 46.7 %; Ukr. 551 PVs / 54.3 %); b) alienable possession (Eng. 505 PVs / 53.3 %; Ukr. 464 PVs / 45.7 %), where in English verbs with the alienable possession prevail and in Ukrainian with the alienable one. The inalienable possession proves to be of primary character as it demonstrates much more developed system of the possessor and the possessee semantics (see 3.2. and 3.3.).

3.2. On the second stage, the possessor semantics study shows that the highest degree of semantic density is observed within the type of PVs with inalienable possession relation which are represented by 2 subtypes: a) animate possessive subject (a human, an animal) (Eng. 46,6 %, Ukr. 28,7 %) and b) inanimate possessive subject (a concrete object, a plant, an abstract notion) (Eng. 53,4 %, Ukr. 71,3 %). The dominating semantic type of the possessive subject in English and Ukrainian PVs is represented exclusively by an animate noun (a human).

In their turn, the possessor semantics in PVs with alienable possession relation are limited to humans only as property relations in their legal sense can exist only between the human being (occasionally animal) and objects belonging to their personal sphere.

3.3. The third stage of stratification demonstrates that the possessee semantics represents the most interest from the contrastive point of view as it is only within this layer that allomorphic features are found.

3.3.1. Inalienable possession.

3.3.1.1. The most detailed nomination of the inalienable possessee is found in the group of PVs with the animate possessor:

1) possessee – body part (Eng. 131 PVs / 63.9 %; Ukr. 115 PVs / 72.8 %):
• skin cover (Eng. to scale ‘to remove scale from fish’, Ukr. стрицти ‘to cut hair’);
• inner organs and tissues (Eng. to flesh ‘to remove muscles’, Ukr. тельбушити ‘to remove bowels’);
• reproductive organs (Eng. to geld ‘to castrate a horse’, Ukr. каструвати ‘to castrate’);
• skin (Eng. to spade ‘to remove skin from a whale’, Ukr. білувати ‘to remove skin from an animal’);
• limbs (Eng. to dislimb ‘to remove limbs’, Ukr. ампутувати ‘to amputate’);
• an eye (Eng. to poach ‘to take out an eye’, Ukr. вишриткувати ‘to poach’);
• head (Eng. to behead ‘to remove the head’, Ukr. обезголовлювати ‘to remove the head’);
• a tooth (Eng. to pull ‘to take out a tooth’, Ukr. екстрагувати ‘to take out a tooth’);
• blood (Eng. to bleed ‘to remove blood’, Ukr. знекровлювати ‘to remove blood’);
• a tail (Eng. to tail ‘to cut away the tail’, Ukr. купірувати ‘to cut away the tail or make it shorter’);
• horns (Eng. to dishorn ‘to remove horns’, in the Ukrainian language PVs with this semantics are not found);
• ears (Eng. to round ‘to remove ears’, in the Ukrainian language PVs with this semantics are not found);
• a foetus (in the English language PVs with this semantics are not found, Ukr. зганяти ‘to remove a foetus’);

2) possessee – abstract notion (Eng. 75 PVs / 36.1 %; Ukr. 43 PVs / 27.2 %) which are in their turn are stratified into
• a) possessee of internal character: psychological state (Eng. to deface ‘to deprive of love, faith, etc.’, Ukr. обезнадіювати ‘to deprive of hope’), physical condition (Eng. to alleviate ‘to deprive of pain’, Ukr. знеболювати ‘to deprive of pain’), quality (Eng. to dishearten ‘to deprive of courage’, Ukr. обезчестити ‘to deprive of honour’), habit / skill (Eng. to cure of ‘to deprive of a habit’, Ukr. відзвичаювати ‘to deprive of a habit’), destiny in the English language PVs with this semantics are not found, Ukr. обезтазланювати ‘to deprive of destiny’);
• b) possessee of social character: social changes (Eng. to disentitle ‘to deprive of a title’, Ukr. скорочувати ‘to deprive of a job’), right (Eng. to disfranchise ‘to deprive of the voting right’, Ukr. денатурализувати ‘to deprive of the citizenship’), idea / thought (Eng. to lift ‘to illegally appropriate somebody else’s thoughts and ideas, in the Ukrainian language PVs with this semantics are not found).

3.3.1.2. PVs with the possessor-inanimate object can be divided into three groups which coincide in both languages of the research: a) possessor-concrete object; b) possessor-plant; c) possessor-abstract notion.
3.3.1.2.1. The biggest group is constituted by the PVs with possessor-concrete object (Eng. 135 PVs / 30.6%; Ukr. 327 PVs / 59.4%). This group also gives two possibilities of further stratification, i.e., without naming the object these verbs can: a) not have any further specification of the possessee semantics (Eng. 60 PVs / 44.3% – to shear ‘to separate’; Ukr. 89 PVs / 27.3% – відокремлювати ‘to separate’) or b) have semantic features providing details about the possessee

- size (Eng. to nibble ‘to bite off with small pieces’; Ukr. відшматовувати ‘to separate in big pieces’);
- location (Eng. to truncate ‘to cut off the top’; Ukr. вирізувати ‘to cut off the inner part’);
- quality (Eng. to trim ‘to remove the unnecessary parts’; Ukr. підшкірити ‘to remove the unnecessary parts’);
- or combine the above features (Eng. to chip ‘to remove small parts, esp. on the edges’, Ukr. підстрійовувати ‘to cut away small parts, esp. on the edges’).

3.3.1.2.2. PVs with the possessor-plant can be stratified into the following groups:

1) the possessee is a constituent part of the possessor (Eng. 56 PVs / 68.3%; Ukr. 27 PVs / 49.1%):

- branches (Eng. to lop away ‘to remove branches’, Ukr. відахувати ‘to remove branches’);
- leaves / buds (Eng. to disbud ‘to remove buds’, Ukr. збезлистити ‘to remove leaves’);
- reproductive organs / fruit (Eng. to pluck ‘to collect fruit’, Ukr. пасинкувати ‘to remove shoots’);

2) the possessee – outer layer of the possessor (Eng. 26 PVs / 31.7%; Ukr. 28 PVs / 50.9%):

- a tree or a bush bark (Eng. to bark ‘to remove the bark’, Ukr. корувати ‘to remove the bark’);
- the outer layer of a fruit (Eng. to pulp ‘to remove the outer layer of a cocoa bean’, Ukr. лущити ‘to remove the outer layer of a fruit’).

3.3.1.2.3. The least productive are PVs with the possessor-abstract notion which prove to be not homogeneous and can be distributed into:

- the possessee is the possessor’s constituent part (Eng. 13 PVs / 68.4% – to dock ‘to deduct a part of the money from somebody’s salary’; Ukr. 7 PVs / 63.6% – відраховувати ‘to take away a part of the sum’);
- the possessee is the possessor’s quality (Eng. 6 PVs / 31.6% – to rob of ‘to deprive of some quality’; Ukr. 4 PVs / 36.4% – знебаріжувати ‘to deprive of colors’).
3.3.2. Alienable possession.

Property relationship is believed to be a derivative one as for the indispensable possession expressed by alienable possession the evidence of which in English and Ukrainian is a) the possessor is always expressed by an animate-being; b) the vast majority of PVs have no further concretisation neither of the possessor nor the possessee (Eng. 354 PVs / 63.9%; Ukr. 387 PVs / 72.8%) and differentiate due to causative semantics; c) additional semantic features are limited to three only; d) the possessee semantics is limited to 4 common objects, one unique object in English and two unique objects in Ukrainian.

3.3.2.1. PVs of alienable possession predominantly do not contain any indication to the possessee semantics (Eng. 239 PVs, Ukr. 294 PVs), however some of the verbs (Eng. 115 PVs, Ukr. 93 PVs) contain additional semantic features which can indicate to the possessee’s:

- location (Eng. to shoplift ‘to steal in the shops’, Ukr. бомбити ‘to steal at a place’);
- quantity (Eng. to pilfer ‘to steal, esp. in small quantities’, Ukr. награбувати ‘to steal a lot of something’);
- the possessor’s subjective assessment of the possessee (Eng. to filch ‘to steal something not valuable’, Ukr. стріляти ‘to ask for some trifles’).

3.3.2.2. The number of alienable possession PVs which indicate to the possessee semantics is rather limited in both languages (Eng. 151 PVs / 36.1%; Ukr. 77 PVs / 27.2%) and is confined to the following objects:

- money (Eng. to solicit ‘to ask for money’, Ukr. стягати ‘to make somebody pay the debt’);
- clothes / footwear (Eng. to tear off ‘to violently take off somebody’s clothes’, Ukr. роззу-вати ‘to take off somebody’s footwear’);
- land (Eng. to escheat ‘to take somebody’s land when the owner is absent’, Ukr. обез-землювати ‘to deprive of land’);
- weapons (Eng. to spoil ‘to take off or steal from a dead person, esp. from a defeated enemy’s weapons or armour’, Ukr. обеззброювати ‘to deprive of weapons’);
- an animal (Eng. to poach ‘to illegally trespass on somebody’s territory with the intention to steal game or fish’, in the Ukrainian language PVs with this semantics are not found);
- food / beverages (in the English language PVs with this semantics are not found, Ukr. об’їдати ‘to eat too much of something at somebody’s’);
- a vehicle (in the English language PVs with this semantics are not found, Ukr. угонати ‘to steal a vehicle’).
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4. Conclusion.

4.1. Complex approach to the study of English and Ukrainian PVs, which among others (see Introductory notes) include the method of building semantic interpretation formulae proves to be most productive as it allows to build a model of the PVs semantics and brings to the fore their semantic components.

4.2. The elements of possessive semantics in PVs are represented by 3 components: the possessor (B), the possessive relation between the possessor and the possessee (V₂), and the possessee (C). The possessive situation in PVs is characterised by the presence of one more component (implicit negative seme) which transforms the situation of possession into the situation of deprivation.

4.3. Comprehensive semantic stratification of English and Ukrainian PVs presupposes three stages of analysis (according to the number of the possessive microsituation components): a) possessive relation between the possessor and the possessee; b) the possessor semantics; c) the possessee semantics.

4.4. Universally, according to the possessive relation the corpus in both languages is stratified into a) inalienable and b) alienable possession, where in English the second type prevails, whereas in Ukrainian it is the first one.

4.5. The possessor semantics shows that within the group of inalienable possession it is much more varied (a human, an animal, a concrete object, a plant, an abstract notion) then within the group of the alienable possession where only possessor-human is observed.

4.6. Further semantic gradation based on the possessive object semantics reveals high degree of variability and heterogeneity in the contrasted languages with developed system of the possessee nomination in English and Ukrainian.

4.7. Overall, the languages largely show isomorphic character, when the major types, groups and subgroups coincide; allomorphic characteristics are observed only on the level of individual lexemes and constitute an insignificant part of the empiric corpuses in both languages.
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ПОСЕСИВНА СЕМАНТИКА В ПРИВАТИВНИХ ДІЄСЛОВАХ (НА МАТЕРІАЛІ АНГЛІЙСЬКОЇ ТА УКРАЇНСЬКОЇ МОВ)

Стаття присвячена вивченню елементів посесивної семантики в привативних дієсловах на матеріалі англійської та української мов. Дослідження базується на емпіричному корпусі, який було отримано методом суцільної вибірки з лексикографічних джерел (947 одиниць – в англійській та 1015 – в українській мові). Методика дослідження носить комплексний характер, спрямований на всебічний та грунтовний аналіз емпіричного матеріалу та включає низку наукових методів дослідження, серед яких зокрема загальнонаукові (аналіз, синтез, індукція, дедукція, систематизація та узагальнення) та методи лінгвістичного аналізу (метод суцільної вибірки, дефініційний та компонентний аналіз, методика побудови формул тлумачення, зіставний та описовий метод, елементи кількісних підрахунків).

Основою аналізу семантики привативних дієслів стала методика побудови формул тлумачення, яка дозволила з’ясувати, що до елементів посесивної семантики в привативних дієсловах належать посесор (B), посесивне відношення між посесором (V₂) та об’єкт посесивної ситуації (C). Установлено, що семантична класифікація досліджуваних лексичних одиниць може проводитися за всіма трьома елементами посесивної ситуації: за посесивним відношенням – на невідчужувану та відчужувану власність; за семантикою посесора – на істоту (людину, тварину) та неістоту (конкретний предмет, рослину, абстрактну сутність); за семантикою об’єкта посесивної ситуації – на більш конкретні об’єкти, які входять до сфери володіння посесора (наприклад, частини тіла людини / тварини, предмети особистої власності, абстрактні сутності тощо). 3-поміж іншого виявлено, що семантика об’єкта посесивної ситуації може конкретизувати об’єкт, що вилучається з власності посесора (наприклад, англ. to amputate, укр. ампутувати), або містити узагальнену вказівку на форму, розмір, локалізацію об’єкта власності тощо.

Ключові слова: дієслово, посесивність, каузативність, заперечення, привативність, каузатор, посесор, об’єкт посесивної ситуації.
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